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Technology Integration Learning Plan: Andy Warhol, Pop Art with Photoshop


Learning Activity: In this learning activity, the students will use Adobe Photoshop to create a repeating series of pictures/prints in different colors. The students will study the work of Andy Warhol and apply some of his silk screen art ideas to their own pieces. Through this project, the students will become familiar with scanners, printers, the Photoshop program and/or Photoshop Elements, as well as how to copy, paste, edit, resize and create image files. The activity can be introduced to students in grades 5-12 and can be adjusted to different levels of difficulty according to the needs of the individual students. For the basic pencil and marker drawings that will be scanned, the students may choose to create a drawing of a simple everyday object such as a soup can or a soda bottle. Older students may do something more difficult such as a self-portrait or a portrait of someone famous.


Analysis: This plan will mainly cater to middle and high school students. The most difficult part of the project will be making sure that all students understand the basic tools and terminology that goes along with image editing programs such as Photoshop and Photoshop Elements. Fortunately, many of these programs use similar tools and icons to convey what each tool does. However, one will need to determine that the students also understand what the terms, copy, paste, marquee, pixels, file extensions and similar computer terminology mean. Most students in DoDDS schools have had technology integration in their regular classrooms as well as a specialist or elective computer class. All DoDDS Pacific school art programs have been recently outfitted with In Focus projectors, a color printer for the class, a scanner, and either Photoshop or Photoshop Elements software, depending on the grade level. In addition to that, middle and high school art programs were also given Wacom drawing tablets. Since technology is supposed to be appropriately mixed into every unit possible in regular classroom instruction, most students should be familiar with basic computer terms. However, some may not be familiar with the tool sets found in the Photoshop program. In order to make sure that the students can identify the tools that are desired for this lesson, I developed a short questionnaire (attached at the end of this document) to help determine if any student will need some review or extra help. Those that appear to have advanced knowledge in the subject will be paired with those who seem lost, in order to help facilitate cooperative learning and minimize frustration. 

The students will need to have basic computer skills in order to complete this project. Step by step handouts as well as rubrics will be distributed to each student to help guide them and to determine if they are meeting the goals of the lesson. The lesson is expected to take between five and six 50 minute classes, however it may take longer if the students are unfamiliar with the program software, computer or other peripherals. 

Design and Development: The goals for this lesson are to introduce the students to Andy Warhol’s Pop Art and to familiarize the students with some basic image editing techniques.  The following student objectives are written according to the Discipline Based Art Education (DBAE) format for lesson planning that requires that each lesson have four components: 1. Art Production, 2. Art History, 3. Art Criticism, and 4. Art Aesthetics

1. AP: The students will be able to create a repeating series of pictures/prints in different colors using pencil, markers, a scanner, and Photoshop or Photoshop Elements. The students will be able to manipulate multiple image files and combine them into one completed project file.  
2. AH: The students will be able to identify Andy Warhol as a famous printmaker who specialized in silk screening. The students will be able to identify Andy Warhol’s art as “Pop Art.” The students will be able to define “Pop Art” as art that depicts objects or scenes from everyday life and employs techniques of commercial art and popular illustration. 
3. AC: The students will discuss Warhol’s prints. The students will discuss why they feel Andy Warhol decided to create pictures of every day objects and famous rock and movie stars.  
4. AA: The students will discuss any technical difficulties they experienced when working on this project and what changes they would make in their self-evaluation rubric. The students will view one another’s finished projects as a class through the use of an InFocus projector and slide presentation software.

The required tools and materials for this project include: examples of Warhol prints and Pop Art, pencils, paper, markers, a scanner, computers, an InFocus projector, Photoshop or Photoshop Elements, a printer (optional), and examples of finished work.

Silk screening is a difficult process and is hard to teach below upper high school level. The purpose of using Photoshop is to help the students successfully create a similar effect without the mess that goes along with printmaking. It is also a time and energy saver, since doing a similar project with a photocopier and paints would also take a long time. The students will also gain some valuable experience with resizing, cropping, assembling and editing images as well as be introduced to the concept of “layers” in Photoshop. Another advantage to doing the project in this manner is it will allow the students to experiment with color placement in a work of art to promote unity. Using a series of saved image files will encourage the students to experiment without fear of “ruining” their project, something that they are not likely to do with traditional materials.

The students will be assessed with a rubric (attached to the evaluation section of this document). At the beginning of the project the students will be given a copy of the rubric to refer back to in order to make sure that they are following instructions correctly. At the end of the project they will fill out the rubric as a self-evaluation, and then the instructor shall evaluate them using the same form.



Implementation: To introduce the lesson, the teacher will begin by setting up the In Focus Projector to show a slide presentation of Andy Warhol’s work. The teacher will explain that today they will be discussing the work of artist Andy Warhol. The students will be given a brief biography on the artist and the teacher shall lead them in a discussion about some of his work. Some discussion questions may include: 

Why do you think that Andy Warhol decided to create pictures of every day objects and famous rock and movie stars? 

Part of the reason why Andy Warhol painted pictures of soup cans and Coke bottles is because he wished to eliminate the distinction between the fine arts and the commercial arts (such as magazine illustrations, comic books, record albums or advertising campaigns). Do you think that a soup can label is art? 

How about the shape of a Coke bottle? 

Andy Warhol’s art is often referred to as “Pop Art,” what is “Pop Art?” 

The teacher may define “Pop Art” as art that depicts objects or scenes from everyday life and employs techniques of commercial art and popular illustration. After some discussion, the teacher will then present the new lesson, to create a repeating series of pictures/prints in different colors using pencil, markers, a scanner, and Photoshop or Photoshop Elements. The teacher will decide what subject matter the students will use for the project, a self-portrait or portrait of someone famous (if they have studied that) or a drawing of a relatively simple everyday object. This will be decided according to the grade level and ability of the students for which this lesson has been presented. 

The teacher will demonstrate some drawing techniques to review with the students how to being their drawings. The students will then be given the remainder of the first class to begin working on their sketches for the project using pencil and paper. This will probably take up the remaining time for days 1 and 2.

Once the students have drawn their basic sketch, the teacher will demonstrate how the students should outline their drawing with marker. The students will be encouraged to try and vary the width of their line, this will make their drawing more interesting as well as aid them when filling in and resizing their pictures in Photoshop. They may achieve this by going back into some areas and doubling up their lines.

After inking their sketch with marker, the teacher will help the students import their picture with the scanner. Once the image has been imported it is ready for editing. The students will then open Photoshop, if they have not already, and crop their scanned image to an appropriate size by highlighting with the “rectangular marquee tool” and cutting the image. Then, they will paste into a new file. The students now much check the size of their new canvas. The students should make note of the height and width of their canvas in pixels. They will need to multiply both of these numbers by 2. Once they have done that they can create a new canvas with these newly calculated dimensions. This is where they will compile their images together into one. They should save all of their progress to this point, calling the blank canvas “warhol.psd” and the drawing, “drawing.psd.”

By now, it is most likely day 4. Now that the students have some of the basic set up ready, they need to make 4 copies of the “drawing.psd” file. They should name these copies, “drawing1.psd, drawing2.psd, drawing3.psd and drawing4.psd.” These are the files that they will actually be coloring. They should leave drawing.psd alone just in case they mess up and need a new drawing file. The students should then begin working on coloring their files. There are several ways to do this, but the easiest would be just to use the “paint bucket” tool to fill in each area between the lines of their marker drawing, somewhat like a page in a coloring book. Depending on the grade level, the teacher may give additional instructions about how to make a transparent line art layer. 

For days 5-6 the teacher will encourage the students to pick a color scheme (4-6 colors), in which they will repeat some of the same colors over and over in each drawing to help unify the piece and keep it consistent. Students will be encouraged to think about what the piece will look like when put together, rather than viewing each drawing as a separate piece. This is where the Photoshop program is truly ideal for this project. Students can experiment with colors without fear of destroying their image. If they do not like what they have done, they can always revert back to their previous saved file. 

Once each of the drawings has been colored in, it is time to assemble them into one picture in the “warhol.psd” file. The students will use the rectangular marquee tool again to highlight each picture from edge to edge, they will then copy and paste each of them into the warhol.psd file as a “layer.” The students will use the “move tool,” and their keyboard/mouse to position their picture. They will repeat these steps until each picture is set up in the warhol.psd file. They will then save their work as “their last name.psd.” 

After creating their file, they may resize the picture for printing. Alternately, they may print each individual “drawing” file, then cut the margins and assemble them into a larger piece. In addition to saving the file “their last name.psd” the students should also save a .jpg version so that their pictures can be compiled into either a Power Point or slide presentation for group viewing and discussion. The students will then fill out their evaluation form and discuss any difficulties that they encountered while doing this project. 

Evaluation: Evaluation always takes multiple forms in art projects. Since art is largely subjective, one often needs to take into account other factors, such as discussion, participation and what was learned in regards to the artist, culture or topic and/or process.  That being said, most often a rubric is desirable to determine if the objectives of the art project have been met. The following rubric is the one that was developed for this learning activity: 



Name: 								Grade/Teacher: 

Andy Warhol: Photoshop Project

Excellent
5-4
Almost
3
Not Yet
2
Your 
Score
1. I made a series of repeating pictures/prints in different colors.




2. I used a color scheme and repeated some of those colors in other areas to help unify my piece.




3. I drew my every day object, portrait or self-portrait carefully, paying close attention to details.




4. I inked my drawing very carefully with marker and I attempted to vary my lines by making some thick and some thin. 




5. I used four to six colors for my color scheme.




6. I assembled my finished drawings into one piece.




7. The project is very neatly done. I made sure to fill up all the white spaces.




8. I have put forth my best effort and concentrated very hard.




9. Excellent use of class time, worked more than I talked.





Please answer the following questions in the space provided. 5 pts. each.

1.	What difficulties did you experience when making your piece?

													

													
2.	If you could change one thing about your piece, what would it be and why?






3.	What is “Pop Art?” Why do we call Andy Warhol’s artwork, “Pop Art?”









In addition to the above rubric, work sheets and quizzes can be used to determine if the art history and computer vocabulary objectives were met. Visual confirmation of the finished project will be the main piece of information that dictates whether or not the students have completed this project successfully. 

Often, if changes need to be made in the lesson, it will be apparent when the students fill in the above self-evaluation. Perhaps a certain step was not clear, or a process was not easy to follow. Frustrations and problems may be discussed in the written section and will give the instructor a clear idea of what changes should be made the next time the project is done. 

The technology in this project allowed the students to experiment with color and unity in art. It removed some of the “preciousness” of their piece and allowed them to take risks, comforted in the fact that they will have their previously saved file to revert to incase the project did not go as planned. It also gave them some experience in Photoshop and allowed them to practice basic computer functions such as copy and paste in a graphic context.  

The objectives of this lesson match DoDEA: DoDDS Pacific goals for visual art education. More specifically, it focuses on these areas in particular: 

VA1: Media, Techniques, and Processes: The student demonstrates understanding and can apply media, techniques, and processes.

VA3: Subject Matter, Symbols and Ideas: The student chooses and evaluates a range of subject matter, symbols and ideas.

VA4: History and Culture: The student demonstrates understanding of the visual arts in relation to history and cultures.

VA5: Characteristics and Merits Work: The student reflects upon and assesses the characteristics and merits of their work and the work of others.

VA7: Technology Integration: The student understands and creates art through technology.










Name: 								Grade/Teacher: 

Photoshop Activity

How much do you know about using Photoshop and other image editing programs? Start by answering the questions in this short questionnaire:


1.	File extensions tell us a lot about what kind of file it is, what do each of these file extensions stand for? What type of files are they?

.jpg 

.exe

.psd

.gif


2.	What are pixels? If an image is described as being “504 x 126 pixels,” what are we describing?





  
3.	Most image editing programs have a universal tool set meaning, most programs use similar icons to describe the tools that the user can access. Looking at this tool menu, can you identify the function of the tools that have lines next to them?
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